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Quadrilateral inscribed in a circle worksheet

If you see this post, it means that we have problems downloading external resources on our website. If you are behind a web filter, make sure that domains *.kastatic.org *.kasandbox.org are blocked. We learned what a cyclical rectangle is and the associated angular properties. The opposite corners of the cyclical
square are complementary. The outer corner of the cyclical square is equal to the internal opposite angle. We also prove that the opposite corners of cyclical quadrilaterals are complementary. What is a cyclic quadrilateral? A cyclic rectangle is a rectangle with 4 vertices in the circumference of the circle. The following
diagram shows the cyclical rectangle and its properties. Scroll down the page for more examples and solutions. The cyclical rectangle is also called engraved rectangles or chore quadrilaterals. Characteristics of the cyclic rectangle feature 1: In cyclic rectangles, the opposite angles are complementary, i.e. up to 180°. ∠a
+ ∠c = 180°, ∠b + ∠d = 180° Property 2: The outer corner of the cyclic square is equal to the opposite inner angle. Example: The outer ∠ ADF is equal to the corresponding inner angle ∠ABC. The outer ∠ TCE is equal to the corresponding inner ∠DAB. How to use cyclic square features to find missing corners?
Example: AC is the diameter of a circle. Find the value of x. Solution: ∠ABC = 90° (ermiircle angle) ∠ABD + ∠DBC = ∠ABC ∠ABD + 36° = 90° ∠ABD = 54° ∠ABD + x = 180° (opposite inner corners of cyclic square) x = 180° to 54° = 126° Example: Find values x and y in the following figure. Solution: x = 98°
(corresponding opposite angles of the cyclic square) y + 27° = 53° (corresponding opposite angles of the cyclic square) y = 26° Using the characteristics of the cyclic square to find missing corners The rectangle is cyclical when its four vertexes are located in a circle. The opposite angles in cyclic rectangles are up to
180°. How to find missing corners using the characteristics of a cyclical square? The opposite angles in cyclic rectangles are up to 180°. The opposite inner corners correspond to the corresponding outer corners. Use the center and engraved corner properties to find the missing corners. Can you find the relationship
between the missing corners of each chapter? Show video hour circle theorems - alternate segment theorem and cyclic quadrilaterals Exam training example: ABCD is a cyclic rectangle in the center of the circle O. XY is the tangent of the circle A. Angle XAB = 58°, Angle BAD = 78°, Angle DBC = 34°. Prove that AB is
parallel to the CD. Show video hour proof that the opposite corners of cyclical rectangles complement This video shows you how to prove that the opposite corners of the cyclical square are complementary. It is based on the theorem: The angle in the middle is twice the angle in the circumference. Show video lesson
circle geometry: Rectangle What is the relationship between square corners engraved in a circle? This video shows how to prove that opposite angles to cyclic square are complementary. Show video lesson Try the free Mathway calculator below and problem solver to practice various math topics. Try the given examples
or type your own problem and check your answers with step-by-step explanations. We receive feedback, comments and questions about this site or page. Send your feedback or enquiries via our feedback page. Problem 1 : In the diagram below, find the following: (i) m∠J and (ii) m∠K Problem 2 : In the diagram below,



find the following: (i) m∠P, (ii) m∠R and (ii) m∠S Problem 3 : In the diagram below, look for the following: (i) m∠A, (ii) m∠B, (iii) m∠C and ii) m∠D Problem 4: Solve for x. Problem 5: Solve for x. Problem 6: Solve for x. Problem 7: Solve for x. Problem 8 : If m∠W = (5x + 1)° and m∠Y = (13x - 37)°, look for m∠Y.
Detailed answer key problem 1 : In the diagram below, find the following: (i) m∠J and (ii) m∠K solution : In the diagram above, the square JKLM is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠J + m∠L = 180° -----(1)m∠K + m∠M = 180° -----(2)Finding m∠J (1), substitute m∠L = 92°. m∠J +
92° = 180°Reduce 92° on each side. m∠J = 88°Finding m∠K: In (2), substitute m∠M = 45°. m∠K + 45° = 180°Reduce 45° on each side. m∠J = 135°Problem 2 : In the diagram below, find the following: (i) m∠P, (ii) m∠R, and (ii) m∠S Solution : In the diagram above, the square PQRS is engraved in a circle. Then its
opposite corners are complementary. m∠P + m∠R = 180° -----(1)m∠Q + m∠S = 180° -----(2)Finding m∠P : In the circle above T m∠arc SP + m∠ (arc PQ + m∠arc QRS = 360°90° + 126° + m∠arc QRS = 360°216° + m∠arc QRS = 360°Reduce 216° on each side. m∠arc QRS = 144°Inscribed Angle Theorem, m∠P =
1/2 ⋅ m∠arc QRSm∠P = 1/2 ⋅ 144°m∠P = 72°Finding m∠Q: In (1), substitute m∠P = 72°. m∠72° + m∠R = 180°Reduce 72° on each side. m∠R = 108°Finding m∠S: In (1), substitute m∠Q = 93°. 93° + m∠S = 180°Reduce 93° on each side. m∠S = 87°Problem 3 : In the diagram below, find the following: (i) m∠A, (ii)
m∠B, (iii) m∠C and (ii) m∠D solution : In the diagram above, the rectangle ABCD is written in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠A + m∠C = 180° -----(1)m∠B + m∠D = 180° -----(2)Finding m∠A : In circle T above,m∠arc BC + m∠arc CD = 61° + 147°m∠arc BC + m∠arc CD = 208°Then,
m∠arc BCD = 208°Engraved angular theorem, m∠A = 1/2 ⋅ m∠arc BCDm∠A = 1/2 ⋅ 208°m∠A = 104°Finding m∠C (1), substitute m∠A = 104°. m∠104° + m∠C = 180°Reduce 104° on each side. m∠C = discovery of 76°M∠D: In circle T above,m∠arc AB + m∠arc BC = 39° + 61°m∠arc AB + m∠arc BC = 100°,
m∠arc ABC = 100°Inscribed Angle Theorem, m∠D = 1/2 ⋅ m∠arc ABCm∠D 1/2 - 100 m∠D m∠B : In (2), substitute m∠D = 50°. m∠B + 50° = 180°Reduce 50° on each side. m∠B = 130°Problem 4: Solve x. Solution : In the diagram above, the square EFGH is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are
complementary. m∠E + m∠G = 180°68° + (9x - 5)° = 180°68 + 9x - 5 = 1809x + 63 = 180°Reduce 63 on each side. 9x = 117Dang on each side 9.x = 13Project 5: Solve x. Solution : In the diagram above, the square STUV is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠T + m∠V = 180°(62 -
5x)° + 133° = 180°62 - 5x + 133 = 180-5x + 195 = 180Subtract 195 on each side. -5x = -15Divide on each side -15.x = 3Problem 6 : Solve x. Solution : In the diagram above, the square LMNO is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠L + m∠N = 180° -----(1)In the circle above P m∠arc
OL + m∠arc LM = 91° + 135°m∠arc OL + m∠arc LM = 226°Then, m∠arc OLM = 226°Engraved angular theorem, m∠N = 1/2 ⋅ m∠arc OLMm∠N = 1/2 ⋅ 226°m∠N = 113°In (1), replacement m∠L = (15x - 23)° and m∠N = 113°. (15x - 23)° + 113° = 180°15x - 23 + 113 = 18015x + 90 = 180Subtract 90 on each side. 15x
= 90Divide on each side 15.x = 6Problem 7 : Solve x. Solution : In the diagram above, the square GHIJ is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠H + m∠J = 180° -----(1)In the circle above K m∠arc GJ + m∠arc JI = 50° + 96°m∠arc GJ + m∠arc JI = 146°Then, m∠arc GJI = 146°Inscribed
Angle Theorem, m∠H = 1/2 ⋅ m∠arc GJIm∠H = 1/2 ⋅ 146°m∠H = 73°In (1), substitute m∠J = (12x - 25))))° and m∠H = 73°.73° + (12x - 25)° = 180°73 + 12x - 25 = 18012x + 48 = 180Subtract 48 on each side. 12x = 132Didd on each side 12.x = 11Problem 8: If m∠W = (5x + 1)° and m∠Y = (13x - 37)°, look for m∠Y.
Solution : In the diagram above, the square VWXY is engraved in a circle. Then its opposite corners are complementary. m∠W + m∠Y = 180°(5x + 1)° + (13x - 37)° = 180°5x + 1 + 13x - 37 = 18018x - 36 = 180Add 36 on each side. 18x = 216Diction on each side 18,x = 12. m∠Y = (13x - 37)°Substitute x = 12m∠Y =
[13(12) - 37]°m∠Y = [156 - 37]°m∠Y = 119° In addition to the above stuff, if you need anything else in math, use google custom search here. If you have feedback on our math content, please email us : v4formath@gmail.com Always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following website for different maths
stories. WORD PROBLEMTHCF and LCM word problemsWord problems in simple equations Word problems linear equations Word problems in quadratic equationsAlgebra word problemsSano problems on trainsSano problems in direct variation and reverse variation Word problems in unit priceWord problems in unit
course Word problems comparing interest ratesPay word problems In other units interest rate problems The word problems of compound interest rates Word problems in the comparison of corners Complementary and complementary complementary corners word problems2 facts word problemsTrigonometry word
problemsPercentage word problems Profit and loss word problems Decimal word problems Decimal word problems FractionsWord problems in mixed sleamblesOn a single-step equation word problem and relative word problemsTime and workword problems Series and ven Word problems in n-chartsWord problems
agePythagorean theorem word problems Solving number problems Standard speedWord problems at medium speed Word problems in the sum of triangle corners are 180 degrees OTHER TOPICS Profit and loss shortcutsPercentage shortcutsResecond shortcutsTime, Speed and distance keyboard shortcutsRatio and
relative shortcuts Documentation of the functions of the caps and area Area of rational functions of reason with holes Description of rational functions Description of rational functions in the holes Add repeating decimal places to versesDecord decimal places for rational numbers Long division of square rootL.C.M way to
solve time and work problems Translation of word problems algebraic expressionsRemainder when 2 power 256 is divided into 17Remainder when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Sum of all three-digit numbers, to be subdied by 6Sum for all three digits to be separated by 7Sum for all three digit numbers to be separated by
8Sum of all three digits formed using 1 , 3, 4Sum of all three digits generated by 1 number , 2, 5, 6 onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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